Transport for Ireland

Real Time Ireland

Total Downloads to date: 91,255
36% of the travel population in Ireland use this app
7,604 Average number of downloads per month
250 Average number of downloads per day

1 of only a few realtime multi modal transport mobile apps in Europe

The RTPI system is now dealing with 3,600,000 RTPI-requests a week made via the Real Time Ireland smartphone app.

The accuracy rate of the RTPI system for Dublin Bus is 96% arriving within 1 min of 'due' prediction.

In Dublin Bus customer surveys, RTPI has helped improve the perceptions of service reliability from 30% in 2009 to 53% in 2012

77% of people leaving feedback on the customer-facing website say RTPI would encourage them to consider public transport more often.

RealTime Ireland features in over 10 National TV, Print & Online technology publications in Ireland & UK.

The Real Time Ireland App allows people to set alerts to inform them when their bus or train is 10 minutes, or 20 minutes or 30 minutes away from a certain bus stop, so they can plan when to leave their home or work.

The App can inform people when their bus or train is approaching a particular bus stop (GPS-dependent) to within 60 seconds.

The App shows combined transport data updates from 5 national bus and rail services.

56% of users are Apple's iOS
44% are Google's Play
0% are Microsoft Windows

In 2014, Microsoft Windows version will launch

3 developers and 2 project managers

the number of people in opensky Data Systems who developed the app
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